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•	 A computer program to calculate the radiation properties
s
•	 of the reflector antennas is presented. '1n its present form
the program 
can be used for paraboloidal, spherical, or
ellipsoidal reflector surfaces • However, i t -can be ^ easily
modified to handle any surface that can be expressed analytically.
The program is general enough to allow any arbitrary location
and pointing angle for the feed antenna. The effect of blockage
^.
	 due to the feed horn is also included in the computations.
The computer program is based upon the technique of tracing
the rays from the feed antenna to the reflector to an aperture
plane. The far field radiation properties are then calcu'ated
'	 by performing a double integration over the field points in
`	 the aperture plane. To facilitate the computation of double
integral hc^ever,	 the field points are first aligned along
the equispaced straight lines in the aperture plane. The
c:amputation time is relatively insensitive to the absolute size
cf the aperture and even though no limits on the largest reflector
size have been determined, the program has been used for
ref lector diameters of 1000 ^ .
2. INTRODUCTION
The purpase of this report ;s to present a detailed
description of a computer program called REFLCTR which has
been written to calculate the radiation properties of reflec-
tor antennas whose surfaces can be analytically expressed in
Cartesian coordinates. The reflector feed can have any
arbitrary location (does not have to be at focus; and arbitrary
pointfng angle. In its present form, the program is set up
to handle either of a paraboloidal (y 2+z2=4f (f+x) where f is.
the focal length), spherical (x 2+y^+z2=r 2 where r is the radius),
or ellipsoidal (( x^/a2)+(y2+z2)/b2=1 where a and b are semi
major and semi minor axes) reflector surface whereas the
ref lector can be defined by the curved surface of a frustum
of any one of the above mentioned shapes.
The theory associated with the computer program is briefly
presented in Section 3 and then the computer program is presented
in Section ^. An example is presented in Section 5 for a
spherical ref lector to demonstrate the methodology of using
the computer program. A detailed description of some of the
subroutines is given in Sections 6-14. Section 11 shows how
the program can be very easily modified to handle any other
reflector surface that can be expressed analytically.
3. THEORY
The underlying theory is described in detail in
Reference 1. For the purpose of understanding the computer
program, however, a brief description of the theory is
presented.
Consider a reflector and its feed as shown in Figure 1.
The reflector surface fs known in the (x,y,z) coordinate
system, 0 being the origin of this reflector coordinate
system. The feed antenna which is sllowed to have any
arbitrary location and direction is directed along t:ie
negative x'-axis of its own coordinate system whose origin
is 0'. The radiation pattern of .the feed antenna is assumed
to be known in the primed or the feed coordinate system.
And therefore, to be able to write the equation of a ray




















system, a transforaation from the feed to the ref lector
coordinates is needed. in general, these two coordinate
systems are related to each other by a translation and
a rotation, each of which will have three orthogonal com-
ponents. The computer program is written such that the
translation is defined as the vector 0'0 expressed in the
primed coordinate system i.e., the coordinates of point 0
in ^t^he feed coordinate system. The three components of
this vector 0'0 are called FEED^l), FEND(Z) and FEED(3)
in the computer program.
The rotation needed to relat3 tre prins,d and the unprimed
coordinate systems also has three components which are called
ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA in the computer program. These three
angles are defined such that if the primed coordinate system
is rotated by ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA, the primed coordinate
axes became parallel to the unprimed coordinate axes. Speci-
fically, ALPHA is the rotation of the x'y'-plane about the
z'-axis needed to make the y"-axis parallel to the y-axis,
and as shown in Figure 2(a) for a simple case, ALPHA allows
the+;.feed to be pointed anywhere along a horizontal line on
the ref lector. BETA is the rotation of the y'z'-plane about
the x'-axis to align the z'-axis with the z-axis a^1 allows
the feed antenna to have any arbitrary direction of polarization,
i.e., not necessarily coincident with either the z- or the
y-axis as shown in Figure 2(b). Finally, GAMMA is the rotation
of the x'z'-plane about the y'-axis to make the x'-axis
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Figure 2 -- Angles ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA
anywheze along a vertical line on the reflector as shown in
Figure 2{c). The rotation angles are considered positive
for enter clockwise rotation when looking in the negative
direction along the axis of rotation. Thus, for example, if
the feed antenna was directed upward along the offset focal
axis by an angle 8 0 , GAMMA will be -8^. To describe the
general orientation of a feed, however, all three of ALPHA,
BETA, and GAMMA will be needed.
The feed pattern is needed at enough equally separated
values of 8' and ^' so that the rays emanating fxom the feed
over these ranges of 8' and ^' more than illuminate the
ref lector, i.e., the rays with the upper and the lower limf t
values of 6' and ^' miss the reflector. Atypical ray along
8^, ^j) direction is shown in Figure 3. Index i is used to
denote the change in the angle 8' which has NT equispaced
values between 8^ and BNT . Similarly, index j is used to
denote the change in the angle ^' which has NP equispaced
values between ^i and SNP making the total number of rays
considered emanating from the feed equal to the product of NT
and NP. As mentioned above, the limits on 8' and ^' are
required to be such that at least the rays with 8' ^ 8i and
8NT and the rays with ^' _ ^i and SNP miss the reflector.
The reason for this is explained later.
Associated with each ray (i.e., with each fi,j)) are five
quantities — E8 and E^, the two components of the electric
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Figure 3 -- FePd Pattern Angles
angles (9i,m^) specifying the direction of the ray. These
five quantities are stored for each ray in a three-dimensional
array P(S,NT,NP) which is shown pictorially in Figure 4.
Using the three pointing angles ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA of
the feed with respect to the (x,y,z) coordinate axes, the
Euler Rotation Matrix (dimensioneS as A(3,3)) is calculated.
Use of the matrix A allows one to write a unit vector along
each of the rays in the (x,y,z) coordinate system, following
which, the point of ^.ntersection of the ray with the reflector
(x0' y0' z 0 ) is found, and the x-, y-, z-components of the unit
normal, NHAT(1), NHAT(2), and NHAT(3) are calculated
at that point (Figure 5). Knowing the vector along the






the x-, y-^ z-eaelponents of the vector along the reflected
ray, SR(1), SR(2), and SR(3) are calculated. Also, with
the knowledge of the unit normal vector, and E 8 and E^ of
the incident ray, the three Cartesian components of the
electric field in the reflected ray, ER(1), ER(2), and
ER(3) are evaluated.
A plane parallel to the yz -plane is defined as the
aperture plane. Xc is the distance of this plane from the
origin and it is chosen such that tai.: aperture plane lies
in front of and near the edge of the reflector. The boundary
of the aperture plane is a contour formed by the intersection
of the aperture plane and the rays reflected from the edge
of the reflector. This contour in general can be a combination
P(t, ...1=E8
Pt2, ...)=Em
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of two ellipses. For the sake of simplicity in calculation,
though, the boundary of the aperture lane is aP	 pproximated
by . a single best fit ellipse. The parameters that define this
ellipse are its half major axis {HFMAEX, aloe the -dir e
.	 g	 Y	 e tion) ,
the half minor axis (HFM2EX, along the z-direction), and the
coordinates of the canter of the ellipse (XC, YC, ZC).
Those rays emanating from the feed which will miss the
reflector are assumed to be reflected as though the reflector
Surface extended past its boundary. The pent of intersection
of each of the reflected rays with the aperture plane called
(Y, Z) fs calculated. Using the points which fall imme^li<Ztely
inside and outside the aperture plane elliptical boundary,









Figure 5 -- Geometry of the Reffe^^^r /lntenn^
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T^ points outside the aperture plane ellfp*_icai boundary
are then discarded. For thw points that fall inside the
aperture .plane ellipse and the ones interpolated on the
ellipse boundary, Y,Z, SRt2),ERt3), and phase are stored
in the P array.
The points of intersertion of the reflected rays with
the aperture plane are in general, nbt uniformly distributed
aver the aperture plane. However, in order to facilitare
the e+^lculation of the far field radiation pattern from the
aperture plan® distribution, these points in the acerturct
plane are aligned along equispaced y=constant lines. Or,
equivalently, the n^gnitude and the phase at c►ach of tho
intersection points are arbitrarily assigned to the narrest
pint on a y=constant line. In this way, the dc+uh?_^ 3.ntncrral
to re performed c.^ the aperture plane rec^ucos t^ an i.n4ec^*^-t?.
ewer straight line integrals alone y=constant liners. "'^^_
spacing between the y=constant lines must he chosen very
carofully. For example, shown in FigurA F is rt computer
c3narated plot of the points of i.nterscrtior, c+f the r.^^l.ected
rays and the aperture plane. Observe that, rs atr► tc+^i c+arl.ier,
s 
these rice not uniformly distributed. Tiqurn 7 i.s Pn^th^<
comn^►ter generated plot showing the locations of the ► srmA
mints after they have been aligned along ^rnii4paced y=c^nstan*
linos. Notice the blanks created in the linen aR r resu]t of
aligning the points. The spacing hetween 1►=constant ^ineR
nQtsdt^ to be chosen to minimize these hlankt' nn^ r.^ rl ac;e
them an near to the aperture edge' tlo +•^ ^'i^lc^ ^trrn^^.h r^^?;'n`
as possible. The best value for lire spacing has been found
to be approximately equal to the average spacing of !:he points
(Figure 6) along the y-direction. Since the integration time
depends upon the number of points (of intersection of the re-
flected ra ^; and the aperture plane) which in turn is determined
by the angular increment between the rays used in the fee3
pattern, the integration time is relatively insensi^ive to the
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Figure 6 -- Points of Intersection of the Reflected Rays
and the Aperture Plane
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The computer pror^ram has a main program that calls
several subroutines, some of which call other subroutines.
The order in which the subroutines are called is illustrated
in Figure 6. The remainder of this section describes the
overall working of the program and the subroutines. The
subroutines shown in double lined boxes are also discussed
individually in greater detail in the next sections. The
subroutines shown in the hatched boxes are the adaptations
of standard library subroutines. A brief description and
listing of these is given in Section 1R.
^^ ^ ^
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Figure 8 -- Block [^iagram Qf the C^mi►uter t^ rc^ctr^'r^
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MAIN: In addition. to the ordinary input and output files,
the REFLCTR program (Figure 9) uses two extra files - tape
8 and tape 24. Tape 8 is used to temporarily store a part
of the aperture plane data while the remainder of the data is	 ^.
being sorted and rearranged. Tape 20, dictated by the value
of a variable called APRDTA is used to store the aperture
plane data both before and after being aligned along the equi-
spaced y=constant lines. This information on Tape 20 is
	 `
later printed out and is also used by subroutine APRPLT to
generate plats similar to those shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The P array contains the information on all the rays j
emanating from the feed antenna, five quantities heinq
associated with each ray viz., Ee, E^, phase, 8', an3 ^'.
MAXPTS, which is the maximum number of rays that can be
stored in the P array, is declared in the DATA statement and is
also used in dimensioning the P array.
rTPtIT: The purpose of this subroutine (Figure 10) is to read the
input parameters and the feed pattern information. The
input parameters are read from six cards which are descr?:bed
below. The feed pattern information, however, is rend in a
separate subroutine called FILL which is called by NPUT. All
input parameters are in the same units of measure.
Cards 1 and 7.: These are called title cards and contain
Pny alphanumeric information in columns 1-80 for title or
identification purposes.
Et	 ^
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Cart! 3: General information about the reflector.^_
AORORF	 Semi major axis of the ellipsoidal
reflector surface, or the radius of
the reflector sphere, or the focal
lEngth of the paraboloid,
XLAM	 Wavelength in free space,
GRID	 Spacing between the y=constant lines
in the aperture plane,
SUItF'ACE	 A number that is negative, zero, or
positive for ellipsoidal, spherical,
or paraboloidal surface, respectively,
AFRDTA	 A variable that should be positive if
aperture plane plots and a printout
of the aperture plt^ne c?atz is desired,
AELLP	 Semi minor axis of the ellipsoidal
zcf lectox surface . Fvon if the rc ►.f lc^tor
is not an ellipsoid, a number should
still be read.
Card ^: Feed information.
I'F.ED	 A ono-dimensional array containing
co^r^linit^s o' the (x,y,z) er_'.c*^.n ^•^i.th
respect to the feed coordinate system,
1^LPHA, BETA,	 Three rotation angles that define the
GAMMA	 Pointincl angle of thA feed. lSe^
figure ?. fc+r c^efi.n^.tion) .
CRrd 5: Aperture plane information.
XC,YC,7,C	 x-,y-,z-coordinates of the center of
the aperture plane e11iFsA,
HFMAEX,HFMIF.X Semi major and minor
ttnd z-directions) c•::
el.tipse,
YCF3L,ZCAL	 y- and z-coordinates




of the center of
asp in the an^rture
HFMABL,HFMIAL Semi major and minor axes falonR y-
Pn^ z-dirc^ctionsl c ►f tho feed shadow







A one-di^aensional hrray containing the
initial, the final, and the increment
values of ^' in degrees over which the
feed rays illuminate the reflector in
the feed coordinate•gystem,
A one-dimensional array containing the
initial, the final, and the increment
values of 8' in degrees over which the
feed rays illuminate the reflector in
the feed coordinate system.
Next, the number of 8' values NT and the number of ^'
values NP are calculated. These are maximum values of
indices i and j respectively in Figure 4. The product of
PIT an3 NP called NPOINT is the-total number of rays emanating
from the feed and should be less than the value of MAXPTS
which is set in the main program.
Finally, NPUT calls subroutine FILL where E8, E^, phase,
A^, an^i gyp" values associated with each ray are read into the
^' matrix
FILL: Associated with each of the rays emanafing from the
feed. antenna, there are five quantities viz., Ee, E^, phase,
@'^ And ¢'. In this subroutine these quantities are stored
in the P matrix for all the rays emanating from the feed
antenna. One of the requirements on filling the P array is
that the beam maximum of the feed pattern should be along the
negative x''-axis of the feed coordinate system (Figure 1).
Z^ the feed pattern is known analytically as a function of
8'• , and Q' then filling the P matrix is merely a matter of
evaluating Ep (@' ,Q^ `) , E ¢ ( 8' , ^') , and phase for the needed
values of @ R and ^' and storing them in the appropriate
^_^
looationa as shown in Figure 4. For example, in the listing
of the subroutine FILL erarented in Figur,:: 11, E8, and S^ are
oosiputed for each (8',^') and then stored in the matrix P
for a diagonal ;corn with d^3.9 cm at 11.2 GNz.(2^. The
phase for each ray is assumed to be zero.
However, if the feed pattern is known fn only one plane,
or even two orthogonal planes, a scheme has t^ be devised to
evaluate the EQ and the E^ components for 81tg^^gNT and
^1^^^^^NP• The subroutine FILL will have to be rewritten
accordingly. In the next Section an example is pr.3sented
where a circularly symmetric feed pattern is kn^r.m in only
ene plane. A simple algorithm is used to evaluate the field
values for the other angles needed. This algorithm is shown
in the listing of the subroutine FILL in Section 5.
A^'FF"P^1R: This subroutine computes the points of intersection
of the apert^^, • a plane with the rays reflected from the
reflector surface. If a point does not fall inside or on the
aperture plane ellipse, its information is discarded. At
the same time a separate count is kept of the number of points
which lie inside and on the aperture plane ellipse. These
are called NINTR and HEDGE respectively and are also printed
out. Simultaneously the direction of the reflected ray
corresponding to the incident ray with maximum field intensity
is determined. In general, the direction of the beam maximum
of the total secondary pattern is almost coincident with this
reflected ray. The components of a unit vector along this
ray are also printed out. If the value of APRDTA is positive,
the data associated with the edge points and with the interior
r
points are written on tape 20.




Cl)MMf1N / PATTERN /PH I t 3) , THFTAt ^ )
CnMMt7N / MATH / Pi ,c^i2,PIh?. , hTOR,RT^n





FACR=fnSt FAC,^) /t l.t?-4.O^FAC^^FAC2/t Pi #PI) 1








FnCt)= Ct1S t FnC1) / (1.0-4.O^FAC1^°FAC1 / (Pt^P i) 1







X ^^ul_ 1= 5I N t PHR) ^ C nS (TNR )
XM111_2^ C t N I THR) +CnS (PHR )
p (1, 1 • J)= X17.^^xat111. 1- XLY^XM 11lz





2^0 cnr1T I tJlit:
THP,=TN!t+THETA (^) +^nTnR
g oo Cnr^T t NI IE
RETURN
FNh
^i^Ilre 11 -- subroutine FILL
_^IZIGINAL PAGE Ib
OF POOK QUALITY
tJ^^: The points of in^section of the reflected ,nays
with the aperture plane (which from now on will be referred
to aimp^ly as 'points" ^n the aperture plane) are generally
not uniformly distributed. To simplify performing the double
integration over the aperture plane, this subroutine aligner
the points in the aperture plane along the equispaced ^ ►=constant
lines. This aligning of points (also called quantizing of
points) is done fn two steps - first to the points on the
perimeter of the aperture plane ellipse or to the edge points,
an^1 thCn to tre internal paints. The information related to
the equispaced lines or grid bars and the resulting number
cif ruantized Foints in printed out in a ppropriate format.
RAnrnT: r^rforming a double: integration over the aperture
rlrn3 ^+oints, this subroutine calculates tho far field
^ •t^luea of Fv 3nd F:z lFx being zero in the far field) far nny
A and cA. The subroutine is set un such that a far fiAlci
pattern is requested by first picking a plane {constant 8-,
or Constant ^-p11ne) and then specifying in that pl^^ne thA
initial value, the f.instl value, and the increment size of
the c+tht:r vari,z!^le angle {^ ar 0 , respeetivelyl
	 Th^ 011tDlt*
c+f this subroutine is aS folla,►s:
1. A table listing the variable angle and the
eIu<Zntiti^s r^/ (
^z s max' Fy/ {F z ) max' F z / {Fy ) max'
Fv /{ry)max' and (T=v + E z )/[ {Fy ) max ^' {Ez)max) in
d^cih-^ls f.or e^^ch angle,
2. Values c+f (F, z )
ma^t `?n^ {^y)max' and
3. T.in^ minter ptot-S o^ normalized r z an^1 FY in decibels.
A•un^que feature o^ this 'subroutine which is illustrated
`	 ^	 in examples 1, 2, and 3 below is that in addition to requesting
.	 .fay field patterns in'planes and for angles specified by
•	 ^	 `.	 .
.^.	 numericgl values (example 1) , the patterns can^..also be requested
by using 8 and ^ values related to the beam maximum position of
the secondary pattern as shown in examples 2 and 3. Refer to
format statement number 110 in the listing of subroutine
RADPAT in Section 8.
Ex. 1:	 fHETa	 ^+0. Q PHI	 -1ti. 4
	 Q. 0
	 0.5	 "
II	 I	 i	 I!	 I	 I	 I
i	 I
i eo; on0000col of 0000000000001 0 00000001 a' 000e0o01 ee0000eooeoonnen
1 r 11 r t 7 1 11117 Ir IS Ills IS!I II I1r1 r1 f17r21 rin F7rIH11 r11rA717Srirt>171Q11USr 11 gg lr y ls Sl Si >t SS S18>t Sr {1M{71117Qt1
In B = 90° plane, the far field is calculated for ^
between -10 to 0° in steps of 0.5°.
Ex. 2: P1A;i-T 	 -4.4 FHI	 -S. 4	 2. Q	 1. Q
i	 I	 it
I	 I	 i	 i	 I	 ^
oo!nloonno0000!oc00000000000e'eoeooc000 ooeoeooae o0oaenoeoonnoe^
1 I r ^ 7 { 1 t sun 17uudli l77{M71 21 77 77 71 75 ;{117771 r1 r1 i77S717:rrr)I)s g U17UN gy {I g QS/11 57 51 51 1SN1111 S7Q{11`REI ^,
In 8	 (Age 4°) plane, the far field is calculated for
cp values between (^BMAX-5°) to (^8^+2°) in steps of 1.0°.
EX . 3 : MH,<;-F 	 1 i1. +JD1N^: T	 0. ^^	 1 U. Q	 fi, 1
I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I
.	 I	 li	 I	 I	 ,
no; naon000anl n! ool o; 000000000 000000a' o 00000ao' anoeonononooenoe^
I r 111 i l i f ul1 B g l1 lS 11 11 tr l7 71 7 1 77 17 71 73 71lI 71M71A S :.^, r/rfrf 1731H /r/1 p Q1^^S /i 174H5111 S ? 57 SIHlf Sr SI9NH R{7N
In ^_ (d^PN1AX + 10°) plane, the far field is calculated for 0
values between (BBMAX+8o) to (O B^x+10°) in steps of 0.1°.
APRPLTs Thi$ subroutine, a listing of which is given in
•	 Figure 12,is called by the main program if APRDTA is positive.
In this $ubroutine the fnfozmation about the points in^the
aperture plane is read from tape 20 for both before and
after quantizing. This information was written on tape 20
by subroutines APERTUR and QUANTIZ respectively. Two plots
of the locations of the aperture plane points similar to
Figures 6 and 7 are then generated but with an added feature,
which is that different symbols are used every time the
field strength changes in steps of 3 dB. For example, the
output of subroutine APRPLT for a case shown in Figure 6
will 5e as shown in Figure 13.
Notice that the equivalence statement used in the main
program makas it possible to restore the aperture plane data
I
from tape 24 in newly defined one-dimensional arrays
witY,out requiring additional storage.
ORIGINAj, pAGE L4nF Pt^R QUAD
OO
. C^RIGL'^TAL PA{.^ i; is
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Figure 13 -- Points of Intersection of the Reflected Rays
and the Aperture Plane Showing the Contours
of Constant Electric Field Amplitude
5. AN EXAMPLE
A spherical reflector shown in Figure 14 fs fed by a
circular corrugated horn. The horn is z-polarized and its
E-plane pattern is given.
SOLUTION: It will be assumed that the horn has a circularly
_._.__^,
symmetrical far field radiation pattern with no cross polarized
component. The FILL subroutine, which is listed in Figure
15, is then written such that it reads the E-plane field values
in decibels (which are also the H-plane field values) and
calculates the field values for all the intermediate values
of 8' and ^'.
The geometry of the reflector is such that it subtends















Figure 14 -- dimensions of the Reflector Antenna
Section 3, the feed pattern must also be used for angles
greater than those needed to illuminate the reflector. In
the present case it has been used over a +43o range. The
boundary of the aperture plane for this axially fed reflector
is a circle whose diameter is chosen such that it collects
alb. the rays reflected by the reflector. Also, the location
of the aperture plane is chosen such that it lies very near
the edge of the reflector.
INPUT-OUTPUT: A listing of input data cards and the output
data along with the generated aperture plane plots is presented
SU ►^RntJTI NE FILL (P,NTX,NPX )
COMtwf^N/PATTERNIPHI t 3),THETAI3)




CALL_ SET^4(0.0, P, 5=^ni^X^=n ► TX )
kFAn 6320, (FtI),I=1.91)
[)0 1.0 1=1,24
E7.t 75 — I)=Fl I )





P(1, I.,1)=E2t I)+E2t,1 )
P11,1,.1,1)= Pl1,I,,1)
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The purpose of subroutine APERTUR is to calculate the
points of intersection of the reflected rays with the aper-
tore plane and the field values at each point.
To be able to express the components of each ray frown
the feed in the reflector coordinate system i.e., (x,y,z)
coordinate system, the rotation matrix A is calculated.
Then for each ray i.e., for each 9' and Vii', using the equation
of the ref lector, the fallowing are calculated:
R Distance along the ray between the
feed and the reflector,
(XO,YO,ZO) Point on the reflector where the
. incident ray strikes,
NAAT A one-dimensional array containing
three components of the unit nornal
hector at {XO,YO,ZO),
SR A one-dimensional array containing
^h^ee components of a vector along
^he reflected rev,
ER 11 one-dimensional array containing
`hree components of E alone the
re_` ^ected -'ate,
(^!,Z) Poin^ of intersection of the
r^.`_ ^.ected ray with the aperture p lane ,
A niszance along the reflected rev
hn`_ween the reflector and the aperture
Plane, and
PN11SE ( R+D) 2^r/a ; the initial phase of the
ray.
Y,7.,E*t(?.), ER(3), and FHASF are then temporarily stored
in array rrT*'sW and X,7 0.0, ^.0, 0.^ in array PBLK. Next the
values of Y and 7 are tes`ed to determine whether the poin^
of intersection is outside, on, or inside the aperture plane
'-'^^'^I:^TAL PAG
".^ PU()R ^U
ellipse and whether it is inside the shadow region of the feed
on the aperture plane. Based on the results of these tests
Y,Z,ER(2), FR(3), and PHASE are stored in the P array with the
internal points at the top and the edge points at the bottom.
The saner information but with a different order is also
written on tape 2t ► . The flow chart in Figure 16 shows the
logic of this sorting process. Figure 17 is a simplified
pictorial representation of the P array which shows the order
in which the data are stored.
t^.
If blocked set	 Inside
•, e .. • . E = 0^ twd 1 abel
it 'Bl.ockerl'
Current	 If blocked setint w. r. t.	 Edge	 E = 0^ and label
enure pl.	 it 'Blocked'
ellipse
1. If APRDTA = 0, write
PNEW or PBLK or PINT
on tape 20 and put
appropriate label.
2. Store PNEkI or PDLK or
PINT startinS at the
second position from
bottom of P array.
	
i!
1. If AFaDTA = 0, write
PHEW or PDLK on tape
20 an^i put appropriate	 Outside
label.
2. Storo PI^FIi or PBLK
starting at the top





















BMSRX = SP, 1
eris^x = ^sR











Go '.o Next	 ^ ^v^ w
_ Foint	 J^LG^ R 
Qv P1 J`T`^
Q^ . 4Clp
1= iqur^ l.^i -- Partial Flaw Chart of Subroutine APERTUR
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^". ' SUSROtPrINE ^ANTIB
^e edge points and the^tnternal points nre quantised
in this subroutine along the equispaced yconstnnt lines.
First, the internal points are temporarily stored on tape 8
and the edge points are quantized and then later, tha internal
poir►ts are quantized .
EDGE POINTSs A call to subroutine FQRSORT arranges ail the.
edge points as obtained frost APERTUR in ascending order first 	 ,
with respect to the y-coordf.nate and then with respect to the
s-coordinate and stores them in the P array starting at location
NEDGEI and ending at location NEDGE2 ^Fiqure 17). If there
is not an edge point at 'A in Figure 18, a point is added at









^ tYC, ZC)	 ^'	 Y^
NLO Edge
^''^ Points
Figure 18 -- Edge Points
.^
8lmilarly, if there is no edge point at B, an edge point is
crsstsd at 8 and stored at the en¢ of the existing sequence
••^•	 Mhsre storage locations were previously left vacant and
• -NHI is. set to 1. NEDGEI, NEDG2, and HEDGE ars approprfataly
modified so that NEDGEI is still the location of the first
edge point and NEDGE2 is the location of the last edge point.
Next, NLO (The number of edge points on an8 below Y^) and
NHI ithe number of edge points on and above Y^) are determined.•
Now considering P as an one-dimensional array, the data
associated with the NLO edge points are stored in the first
S*NLO locations of the p array, and the data associated t•^ith
the NHI edge goints are • stored in the next S*NHI locations
of the P array (DO loop ending in statement number 7500).
s Internal points stored in these locations have already been
^'	 saved on tape 8. However, one must check to be sure that
(NLO+NHI)<NEDGEI so that the information is not written over ^
the memory space still occupied by the edge point data. For '
ease in understanding the rearrangement of the edge point
data in one-dimensional form, let the first 5 *(NLO+NHI) locations
of the P array be laid out as shown in Figure 19. The data
are assigned to these locations as shown. The locations
enclosed by heavy boundaries could be vacant at this point
depending upon the values of INLO and INHI. These are assigned'
the same ERy , ERz , and Phase values as the point next to them
(DO loop ending in statement number 7505). Di gitated by the




total number of equispaced grid lines which fall within the
aperture plane ellipse {NBARS) is calculated. The number
of quantized edge points (NQEDGE) and the total number of
quantized edge points (NPOINTS) are also calculated.
Inside the DO loop ending in statement number 8500, Z,
ERy , ERz , and Phase a:.^ e interpolated at the end points of
each equispaced grid line by performing a spline fit through
the edge points along the boundary of the aperture plane
ellipse. L1 and L2 are the starting points of two temporary
one-dimensional work arrays which are contained in the P
array. *.START is a number such that P (1, LSTART), beginning
whexe the interpolated 'values at the end points of the grid
lines are stored, 'is beyond the above mentioned temporary
"	 work arrays. These 5 *2*NBARS quantized values are then
moved to the beginning of the P array. Next, the
information about the internal points which was temporarily
stored on tape 8 is transferred to the P array starting at
the 5*2*NBARS+1 location.
INTERNAL + EDGE POINTS: In the DO loop ending in statement
number 8600, the y-coordinates of all the aperture plane
points are aligned along the grid lines. All the points
are then sorted and rearranged in aseending order with respect
to the y-coordinate and then with respect to the z-coordinate.
If the number of points along any grid line is less than
three, that grid line is deleted.
Finally, if APRDTA>0, the quantized data are written
on tape 20 to be used later for aperture plots by subroutine
APRPLT.	 ^a!t,^„i^, PAGE I^
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8, SUBROUTINE RADPAT
By performing a double integration over the quantized
aperture plane points, this subroutine calculates the electric
field in any far field direction (8,^). The double integration
is done by first evaluating the line integrals along the y=
constant grid lines and then performing an integration
over these line integral values along the transverse direction
(Y^ fn Figure 1$). On each of the lines along which the
above line integrals are performed, the electric field is
known only at a finite number of discrete points. To more
accurately evaluate the ,
 line integrals, the distance between
every two quantized points on a line is subdivided in several
parts and the electric field is linearly interpolated at
these int:::-mediate points. In the subroutine, this number
of subdivisions has been called NPARTS. Also, to identify
the start and the end of the y=constant lines, the y-coordinates
of the first and the last quantized points are replaced by
an identifying variable called SEN. Between statements number
115 and 160, the pattern request informat^^n is sorted out.
As explained in section 4, a pattern is requested by first
choosing a plane defined by 8=constant or ^=constant (MAJOR=
THETA or PHI), the value of the angle defining the plane being
called AMAJOR. Then in the plane selected above, the range
and the increment size of the other variable angle (m or 6,
respectively) is specified (MINOR=PHI or THETA, respectively),
AMINOR(1), AMINOR(2), and AMINOR(3) being the initial, the
final, and the incremental values of the variable angle in
degrees .	 ORIGIi^i AL YAK ^^ ic:
q^ POOR, QU^,ITY
Computation of the far field takes place between
statements numbered 3450 and 5000... The integrals to be
evaluated are
Ez	 r r ERz cos^•ej[kysin8sin^+kzcos8-^]dydz
aperture
and
Ey = J ^ ^(ERysinB+ERzcosBsin^)
aperture
•ej[kysin8sin^+kzcos8-^]dydz
where ERy , ERz , and ^ are the y- and z-components and the
Phase of the aperture electric field at a point (y,z) in
the. aperture plane. As pointed out earlier, the above
integrals are evaluated in two steps - first by performing
integration in the z-direction along the y=constant lines
and computing ZI and YI which are functions of y,




YI =	 ^ (ERysinB+ERzcosAsin^)e^(kzcos8-^)dz
y=const.
line
and then computing Ez and Ey (called FLDZ and FLDY in the
subroutine) as




$^, ^ FLDY ^ ^YI ejkysin8sin^dy.
A flow chart explaining the steps fn the above computations
is shown in Figure 20.
After statement number 5000, the computed values of
FLDE and FLDY are normalized and printed out in decibels.
To avoid the underfloor problem in computing decibels, whenever
the field strength is less than 10 -10 , -60 dH is used.
Finally, subroutine PLOT is called to generate a line printer
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IId'rSRP is called by AP^kTUR to interpolate a po3.nt at
the edge of the aperture plane ellipse when, in the sequence
of sorting oit the reflected rays, the point of intersection
of a reflected ray with the aperture plane falling inside
(outside} the aperture plane ellipse is followed by aAOther
which falls outside (inside) the aperture plane eili»se, the
two points not being on the opposite sides^of Y^ as shown in
Figure 21.
Of theses two points, based upon ENEAR7. and ENEAR2,
the point closer to the ellipse circumference is selected.
The y-coordinate of this closer point, YEDGE is then taken
as the y-coordinate of the interpolated edge point and a
I
Figure 2l -- 1 nterpolated Point at the Edge of Aperture Plane Ellipse
corresponding value of z-coordinate, ZEDGT is calculated
using the equation of the ellipse. Next, calculating the.
distances D1 and D2, ^Ry , ERz , and Phase are iinearp
it^tarpolated at tha edge point and assigned to PINT (3^ ,
^'	 {#j , anct PINT (5^ . respectively.
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X32: This subroutine multiplies a 3x3 matrix OPA by a
3x2 m^►trix OPB to yield a 3x2 matrix ROP. A listinq of the
subroutine is shown fn Figure 22.
SUBROUTINE MUl.T32tROP,OPA,OPE3)
OiMENSION ROPt3,2),OPAt3,3),^P8t3,2)
ROPt1,2) =OPAtl,1 ) ^OPBtl,2 )+ttPAt1 , 2)^OPBt2.2)+pPAtl•3 ) ^OPBt3.2)
ROPt2 , 2) =OPAt2 , 1)^OPBtl,2) +OPAt2,2 ) ^OPBi2,2)+OPAt2,3 ) ^dPBt3,2I ,
ttt]Pt3,2)=OPAt3,i)^OPBtl,2)+ oPAt3,2)^nPSt2,2)+OPAt3,3)^OPBt3.2)





Figure 22 -- Subroutine MULT32
FQRSORT: This subroutine arranges in ascending order the NN
sets of numbers in the AtLTH,NN) array according to numbers
stored with LTH=1,2,...etc. A listing of this subroutine is
presented in Figure 23.
CURV1: This subroutine determines the parameters necessary
to compute an interpolating spline under tension through a
sequence of functional values. The slopes at the two ends
of the curve may be specified or omitted. For actual compu-
tation of points on the curve, it is necessary to call the
function CURV2. At the time of input:
N	 Number of values to be interpolated,
X	 An array of the N increasing abscissae
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Y	 An array of the N ordinates, i.e., Y(K)
is the functional value corresponding to
X (K) ,	 ".
SLPl and The desired values for the first
SLPN derivative of the curve at X(1) and
X(N), respectively. If the quantity
SIGMA is negative, these values will be
determined internally and the user need
only furnish place holc]ing parameters
for SLPl and SLP2,
YP	 An array of length N,
TEMP	 An array of length N used for scratch,
SIGMA	 Contains the tension factor. This is
non zero and indicates the desired
curviness of the spline fit. If the
absolute value of SIGMA is nearly zero,
(e.g. 0.001), the resulting curve is
approximately a cubic spline. If the
absolute value of SIGMA is large (e .g.
50.0), the resulting curve is nearly
a polygonal line.
Upon return from this subroutine YP contains values
proportional to the second derivative of the curve at the
given nodes. :J, X, Y, SLP1, SLPN, and SIGMA are unaltered.
A listing of this subroutine is presented in Figure 24,
CURV2: This function subroutine interpolates a curve at a
given point using a spline under tension. T;^e subroutine CURV1
should be called earlier to determine certain nee-essary
parameters. At the time of input T contains a real value
to be'mapped onto the interpolating curve, N, X, Y, YP, and
SIGMA are defined the same as in CURV1, and IT is an integer
switch. If IT is not 1, this indicates that the function
has been called previously with the same N, X, Y, YP, and
-	
SIGMA but the current value of T exceeds the previous value.
Upon return, CURV2 contains the interpolated value. A
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SIGMAP ^ A85tSIGMA )^F!`ftATtN-1)IS
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I1	 z
GO Tfl 1
4 D(cl,l = T-Xt I-1)
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Figure 25 ^- Function CURi%1
PLOT: This subroutine generates a line printer plot using
NT values stored in the F array and labels the plot as NAME.
FMAX ^s the maximum value of F. The points less thar. -60 dB
are indicated by '^` sign on the horizontal axis. The listing
'	 of this subroutine is presented in Figure 26.
SETM and MOVEM: These two small subroutines are usP3 throughout
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locations of the array ANEW to X. -The subroutine MOVEM is a
little different. it transfers the first N consecutive
nuatbers from the array AOLD to the N consecutive locations
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
The computer program presented here has been auecessfuiiy
used to compute the radiation properties of large spherical
reflectors (3^ and to study the optimization of parameters
for ride band radiometric applications (4i. The computation
time is very reasonable, e.g., on a CDC 6600 computer, the
eaaputation time per far field point has been found to be
063 sac far a ?00 1 diameter spherical reflector. Since
the aperture integration time required for computation of
the far field depends upon the number of aperture data points,
xhieh in turn is determined by the angular increment between
the rays used in the feed pattern, the computation ti p is
somewhat insensitive to the absolute size of the reflector.
There are only three places in the entire program where
a decision is made b;+aed upon the reflector surface i.e.,
xhether it is paraboloidal, spherical, or ellipsoidal - once
in the subroutine NPUT and twice in the subroutine APERTLIR.
These places have been labeled with ******** in columns 73-80.
in the subroutine NPUT the surface information is used to
output the information in appropriate format and fn the
subroutine APERY't7R it is first used to compute R and then to
xrite the three components of the unit normal to the reflector
surface, NHAT^l), NHAT(2) and NHAT(3). Modifying the NPUT
and ApERTUR subroutines at these three places, the program
can be used for any other reflector surface that can be
expressed analytically.
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A computer prograa to calculate the radiation properties of the
reflector antennas is presented. In its present form, the program can be used
for paraboloidal, spherical, or ellipsoidal reflector surfaces. However, i^ I
ctn be easily modified to handle any surface that can be expressed analyti- 	 ,
rally. The program is general enough to allow any arbitrary location and 	 ^
pointing angle for the feed antenna. The effect of blockage due to the feed
horn is also included in the computations.
The computer program is based upon the technique of tracing the rays
from the feed antenna to the reflector to an aperture plane. The far field
radiation properties are then calculated by performing a double integration
rn►er the field points in the aperture plane. io facilitate the computation
of double integral, however, the field points are first aligned along the
equispaced straigHt lines in the aperture plane. The computation time is
relatively insensitive ro the absolute size of the aperture and even t-hough
no limits Oti t .` :e i .'_rgP9t reflector size have been determined, the program
has been used foz _.actor diameters of 1000 a.
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